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Now that our programs have
wrapped up for 2019, we are
excited to share some highlights
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a wonderful year of highquality Christie Lake Kids
programs.
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HIGHLIGHTS

STAR programs had an amazing year for kids ages 6-17 in Russell Heights,
Strathcona Heights and Caldwell. The expansion of the STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math) programs has been exciting for us with
engineers coming to our programs to highlight activities like robotics,
windmills and circuits! New partnerships were made like those in our
Basketball program with the Ottawa Police Hoopstars; and in our Arts
Program with Awesome Arts and Great Canadian Theatre Company.

It was also an awesome year for STAR Hockey (which is a signature
program for Christie Lake Kids sponsored by Hydro Ottawa). The program,
taking place on Saturdays, busses children from our STAR neighbourhoods
to Brewer Park for two amazing hours of hockey practice. This program is
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with 10 volunteers staying with Christie Lake Kids for more than 5 years.
This year, our STAR Hockey team played three awesome tournaments with
the Ottawa Fire Service vs Ottawa Paramedic Service; Hydro Ottawa
employees; and the Boys and Girls Club. For the rst time ever, Spartacat
even hit the ice during our Hydro Ottawa game to join in on the fun!

From all of us here at Christie Lake Kids, thank you for making a rewarding
recreational experience possible for more than 600 children and youth
from low-income communities. We can’t wait to share even more great
stories over the next year! Remember that it’s not too late to make a
donation to support our programs. Giving a gift takes only minutes, but its
impact will last years.

Wishing you and your family a happy and
safe holidays, and see you in the new
year!”
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